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HYPOTHESIS 

Thc basic hypothesis of this paper is that. as human perceptual 
sensitivitv increases beyond 3. certain threshold. we penelrate 
beyond the realm of our ordinary experience of the world and 
i l r  concomitant "reality" and obtain a iundxnenrally different 
view of nature. This \.iew mav be ohtained through any of the 
epistemological modes o i  acquirins knowledge: sensory per- 
ception. intellectual conceptual analysis. or contemplation. 
Heightened sensitir,ity may he ohtained eilher through direct 
training of awareness as in meditation or other conscious- 
ness disciplines. through refinement of conceptual analysis. or  
b augrnenlation and systemarizarion of s e n s o n  perceplion 
through insrrumrnration and experiment as in advanced 
scicnce, But no matter how it isohtained.  enhancement o f  
sufficient degree niav reveal ;l different order o f  redit! rrom 
that to which we are-xcustomed. Furthermore. the properties 
so revealed will bc essentially more fundamental and veridical entpirical 
than the usual. and will display a greater deeree of common- disciplines 
ality dcross disciplines. Thus as  empirical disciplines e\.ol\.e a n d  
and become more sensitive. they might be cxpected to uncover under!ving 
phenomena and properties which point toward underlying rornrtturro/i[.v 
commonalities 2nd parallels between disciplines and across 
levels. 
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Thus what rhis paper suggesls is that we may be witnessing a 
paradigm transition in which one of our most fundamental 
paradigms. the bedrock oiWes1ern science. the classical Grcek 
concept of  the universe as essentially atomistic. divisible. iso- 
Iable. static: nonrelativistic. and comprehensible by reduc- 
tionism. is in the procrss of replacement. not just for physics 
where evidence for such a shift was first oblained. but for all 
sciences. In physics rhis image o i  the universe is increasing- 
ly. though far from unanimously. recognized (e .g. .  Capra. 
1975. 1976: Wilber. 1977: Beynam. 1975: Bohm. 1978: Zukav. 
1979). What is being suggested here is that much o i rh i s  new 

possible paradigm may also be applicable lo the neurosciences in par- 
pirrullels ticular and ultimately to all science. and that s the individ- \ 

be/~*:ren ual branches of science evolve we may wi~ness increasing de- 
scicnce grees of cross-disciplinay parallels. not only between sciences. 

u~rd b u ~  between science and the consciousness disciplines as each 
cotl.n~iousness discovers the same fundamental underlyinp properties o i  

dis~,ipli~rcs nature. 

Both modem science and [he consciousness disciplines poinl 
out th31 our  usual prrceplion is limited and discorled to ; in 
unrecognized degree. For millennia the nit.ditali\,e and yogic 
disciplines hxve devoted themselves specific~lly to this prob- 
lem and have staled [ha! i t  is only when we begin to increase 
our perceptual sensitivity and accuracy that \ve begin to 
appreciate the existence and magnitude of  the problem 1r.g.. 
Goldstein. 1976: Goleman. 1977: Shapiro. 1980: Shapiro B; 

Walsh. 1980: Walsh B; Vaughan. 1980). 

The  aim of modern science is similar. namely to transcend our 
usual perceptual limitations in order to obtain more accurate 
and sensitive knowledge o i  the universe. Western psycho log^ 
has long recognized and explored perceptual limitations. but  
in recent years certain data derived from physics has begun to 
c o n l i m  certain aspects of the picture of underlying reality 
described by the consciousness disciplines and the limitations 
of percep~ion. They suggesl tha1 our usual perceptual limita- 
tions tend to produce consistent yet unrecognized distortions 
no matter where we look. These distortions include tendencies 
to solidify, dichotomize. separate. oversimplify. concretize. 
and to underapprecia~e the extent o f  continuous Hux. imper- 
manence. interconnectedness. and holistic consistency of the 
universe. Both the consciousness disciplines and modern phys- 
ics. and now perhaps also the neurosciences. suggest that these 
distortions are so pervasive and unrecognized that our  usual 
picture of lhe universe. i.e.. reality. is fundamentally erroneous 



or illusory. The word illusory has often been misunderstood to 
imply that the world does not really exist. Rather i t  simply 
implies that our perception of i t  i s  colored and distorted to an 
unrecognized degree. 

THE EVOLUTIUS OF SCIEXTIFLC INVESTIGATION 

The preceding sections have suggested that the evolution o i  
science along lines of increasing perceptual sensitivity may 
reveal increasing cross-disciplinav parallels and that the 
neurosciences may be at the threshold of such a stase. Let us 
now examine the general evolutionofscientific research within 
3 field in order to suggest how the nature and evolution o f  
research designs may interact w i ~ h  and determine scientific 
models o f  nature. and ultimately result in the holistic model 
described abdvc. 

Scientific in\:estipation in any field usually begins with the 
study o i  simplified isolated systems. Usually the e fec ls  of one 
or a small number ofselected independent variables are tested 
and al l  others are excluded or ignored. as are interactions with 
other systems and dynamic processes. These few selected vari- 
ables are usually those which account for the greatest porlion 
o f thr  variance. 

With increasing experimental sophistication and sensitivity. 
the effects of formerly excluded variables intrude more and 
more and must eventually be taken inlo consideration. Yes- 
terday's confounding variable becomes today's independent 
~ariable. The total amount ofvariance accounted for continues 
to increase. though usually at asymptotic rates since indepen- 
dent variables tend to be in\,estigated in decreasing order of all 

potency. With increasing numbers o f  variables. interactions variables 
and interdependencies become increasingly apparent until e.verr 

eventually i t  is recognized tha~  a11 variables. including the state mulriplr 
of the observer. exert multiple efecls (Walsh 6; Cummins. rficrs 
19i6). A complete understanding requires no less than a con- 
sideration o f  a l l  variables. i.r. of the entire universe. 

At [his stage the original model o f  an isolatahle limited system 
break down and is recognized as an illusory artifact. The 
scientific model has led to i t s  uwn annihilating edge and the 
inherently holistic. indivisible. interconnected. interdepen- 
dent. infinitely overdetermined and dynamic nature of the 
world is recognized. Such a perspective as this obviously 
transcends traditional models o f  causality resulting in an om- 
nideterminism in which a11 componenrs are seen to mutually 
determine a11 others. The state o f  any part reflecls the state of 
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the whole. However. it should be noted that this does not 
necesarily point t o n  hclographic model in which the whole is 
contained in each part. as certain models o i  physics and the 
consciousness disciplines propme. . 
Having examined the generd  principles o i  the hypothesis 
presented in this paper and of the evolutiun o i  scientinc in- 
\,estiption. let us now turn to the specific evidence iron1 the 
neurc~sciences which appears to lend support these general 
principles 2nd to certain claims o i t h e  consciousness disciplines 
and modern ph!sics. 

THE ECI:ILOGICAL R R A l K  

Despite centuries of philosophical speculation. i l  is only within 
recent decades' that the neurosciences have been able to pro- 
vide an  answer to one of  their oldest questions. ..Dires sensory 

rhr stimulation and use of the brain result in detectable c h a n g a  in 
h r a i ~ ~  it?' Contrary to most previous opinion. the answer is clearly 
(1s u "\:es." 4 growing hodv of research dernonsrrates tliat the brain 

plossric is actuaUy a plastic organ which responds to iu sensor? envi- 
or,pim ronment a t  a11 levels. from gross brain size down to the smallesl 

subcellular constituents. 

hloreuver this responsiveness appears to represent an  exqui- 
sitely sensitive adaplation to the functional demands of the 
environment. Relatively minor en\'ironrnentaI changes are 
now known to be capable of  eliciting chemical. physiological. 
and ~na tomica l  responses in brain structure and function. 
Greater input from a more demanding complex environment. 
for example, results in increases in neuronal size and physio- 
lo$cal and chemicdl activity. These responses are specilic in 
magnitude. location. duration. and nature. to the specilic 
magnitude. duration. location. and nature o f t h e  stimulus ( for  
reviews. wr Diamond. 1976: Greenough. 1976: Walsh S: 
Greenough. 1976: Rosenz\veig L? Bennett. 1977. 197s: Walsh. 
1980). 

T o  summarize a long and complex neuroscientific stor?.. i t  is 
now apparent that the brain is a plastic organ whose structure 
and function mirror iu ecology. Moreover this structure and 
function are largely dvnamic. continuously adapting to 
changing functional demands (Beck er dl.. 1969: Sotelo LQ 
Palay. I97 1). Neural components show complex interconnec- 
tions and interdependence: changes in any one part of the 
brain are likely to a fec t  man? if not a11 other parts. For the 
most part. environment all^ induced changes cannot be pre- 
dicted with absolute certainty but rather tend to be prohahi- 
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listic. i .r. predictable only within certain limits. Furthermore. 
no one single mechanism can account for ohserved changes. 
No one ~.hemical reaction. physiological principle. or 
psychological property is sulticient to precisely circumscribe 
neural evenu iWalsh Rr Cummins. 1975). 

Rather. Jn? one change reflects the to!~lity d i  responses 01311 
pars .  dimensions. and levels o f i h e  brain. There is lhus no one 
fundamental mech:~nism to tvhich neural responses c:ln he 
reduced and by which the! can be explained. .At the more 
fundamental levels. all eKects retlrct and are consistent with 
the state of the whole brain. Neural causality is thus not fully 
describable by reductionism hut rather must be sought in the 
state of the whole brain-2nd i~ltimatel!. at J le\,el which 
transcends t rd i t ional  concrprs or'causality. in the state o f t h e  
brain within ics environment. 

On the other hand. the environment can only be known 
through the brain. The brain and the remainder o f t h e  universe 
thus constitute 3 coherent whole: they cannot he separated and 
studied independently without constituting an  artilicial and 
distorting duality which hides their underlying unity and in- 
terconnectedness. Thestructureand !-unction ol'the brain a r e a  
function o f  the whole and of the hrain-nonbr%n ienviron- 
men[, interaction. The  record of their interaction is dynami- 
 ally engraved in chemical and anatomical scrip1 in the neural 
pathways. The  univerje comes to know itself through the brain 
and. within its limits. the brain appears I, modif! and adapt it- 
self so as to better know the universe. 

The thllure to appreciate the interconnccredness of brain and 
environment has  resulted in numerous experimen~al errors 
and some whole fields o f  research now require reassessment. 
For example. same of the ctfecls long attribuled to "malnutri- 
tion" may actuallv rrtlect direcl erec ts  01' the enviri>nmenu in  
which milnutriti;n ircurred (Levine S; Wiener. 1976: Rich- 
ardson. 1976: Leviuky. 19791. 

The evolution o f  the stud!. of brain ccology thus begins to 
suggest a number of features ot' holism. interconnection and 
interdependence. d n a m i s m .  prob~bal isnl .  comple.xity. and 
ac3usal self-determinism. which are reminiscent of parallels in 
both modern phxsics 2nd ihe ~.unsciousness disciplines. 

CROSS-DISCIPLISARY P A R A L L E L S  

When perceptual limitations are overcome. the reality which 
is revealed appears strikingly d i rerent  l iom the e v e y d a y  one. 
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In general the following ch~ractensrics are descriptive of the 
reality described by the consciousness disciplines. certain mod- 
els of physics. and suggestions liom some areas oi'the neuro- 
sciences. The universe appe3rs to be: 

nor~~l~rulisric as apposed to dichotomous. 
a lmirive u-lrulc LS opposed lo unrelated par&. 
i~~re rco r~r~ec rn las  opposed to comprised oi jep3ra te  and 

isolated components. 
c!~~rnrnric a n d i n  conti~rrroto r~rorio~r orj7tr.r 3s opposed io 

static. 
itilprmi(rnzrrr 11nd rflrrrnrral as opposed to lasting and 

permanent. 
nirp(vt1~rgely constituted hy non-solid empty jpacel. raiher 

than solid. 
~rcorrsrrl~hut not :1nticausa11. i.r. t rmscrndent to tr~dit ion31 

models o~'sausality. since every con~ponent  enters into the 
determination of eve? event tomnideterminismI. 

~ r ~ r r ~ J a r i o n l ~ ~ s s  ondsrlj-~.onsisrmr in th;lt. since a11 compo- 
nents and mechanisms are interconnected and interde- 
pendent. none are ultimately more fundamental than any 
other-hence the universe is ine.xplicable in t e rns  o i a  
lin~iied number ol'fundamenial rnechanisnls. 

.sturi.~rico/ irndprvhohilisrrc instead o f  certain. 
purdo.vicd/ r a ~ h e r  fhan ultimalrl!. in te l lecfu~l ly  conlpre- 

hensible. cod ih~b le .  and communi~.ahle. 
inr,.rrricuh!v linkeu' wirh ~he.obs~rvrr .  

What can be known is the interaction hetween observer and 
observed and never the independent properties ol' the ob- 

ohserv'lrion senzed alone. All observation is a function a f t h e  consciousness 
u s 0  of the observer. and thus the known universe is inextricablv 

JLncrion linked \r.ith consciousness rather than being separable into 

of consciousness and objecls of consciousness: "The world may 
ronsciousness be called physical or  mental or  both or  neither as we please: in 

facf the words serve nc> purpose" (Berfrmd Russell. cited by 
\\'ilher. 1977. p. 3s). 

Thus the fundamental onlology which is beins revealed is 
largely dynamic. nuid. impermanent. holistic. interconnected. 
interdependent. foundationlrss. self-consistent. empty. para- 
doxical. probabilistic. intinitel! over-determined. and inextri- 
cilbly,linked to the consciousness of the ohserver. 

I t  might be hypothesized that since the above-mentioned 
description refers to fundamental properties common to a11 
phenomena. then perception o f  sulfi~.ient sensitivity a n d  
veridicalit~ will besin to recognize these properlies no matter 
what the perceptual mode and no matter whai ihe object of 



percepriiln. Thus m y  ohject. if examlnrd by i n ?  perceptu3l 
mode with a sensiti~it). enhanced t i ,  sunicient degree either by 
Jirecr training or scientinc instrument.ltion. might be e.xpecteJ 
to present a picrurc n f i ~ s  inherent nature as described ahtme. 

But at this level 01' greater sensitivity :~nc>ther hc to r  enters. 
ndmely rhe c~znsciousness or'thr ohsen.er. Since ulrimarrl!. tvc 
can know only the properties o f  the interaction between 
observer and ,oh.*rr\ed. anv diacjpline wi l l  begin lo  detect 
fund3mentaI propertiesol~both the objects under investigation 
2s described above. plus the cbserv31ional system. including 
the consciotlsness o i  the observer. The picture o f t he  universe 
which emerges therrf i~re turns our to he 3 function k n i  con- 
scic?usness. Thus [he common properties of i l l 1  objects plus 
the involvement c f  consciol~sness in  311 observ3tions may 
kbth provide 3 basis h r  cross-disciplinary p:lrdlels. 

I . I \ I ITAT~~SS TO THESE P h R h L L E U  

In  pointing to these pardlels. I do no/ wish to bupgesi that 
physics. the consciousness disciplines. and the nrurosciences 
are converg in~ on 3 commaon level of reality. There has 
been much overly-simplistic and xishrul thinking ahout this 
as Ken Wilher ( 19793. h l  has clearly described. and the follow- 
ing discussion owes much lo  him. 

For esnmple. Ihe ~nicroworld oTql13ntum physics i s  very dif- mir.r t ln 'or /~  

ferenc from the macroworld which we observe with our un- o11d 
aided physical senses-so difierent in  fact that i t  i s  nut fully ~r~ucrou,orM 
commun~cable in  language. bur onlv in mathematics. Indred. ore 
i t  is not even l'ullv i m a ~ ~ n a b l e  within uur physicdl senses and i,rv 
rnncroworld-orienrrd im3sination (Capek. l qb l ) .  In  addilion. dCflsrd171 
while the neurosciences m v  be beginning to sugfest a holistic 
modcl. the perennial philosophies ; ~nd  cer ta in  schools ot' 
quantum physics proplsr models which are hoth holistic 2nd 
holoeraphic ieach part not only influences r v e y  other part but 
acluilll). conuins it). 

Just 4s physics describes limits on the equi!illence ofprciperties 
across size swles. the perennial philosophies describe limits lo  
the equivalence oiproperties acroxs an un to lo~ i~ .a l  scale which 
th? range from cunsciousncss at one enJ to inanimate physi- 
cal matter at the other. Levels are held 10 be intrrdepmdenr 
and interpenetrilting. bur i t  is  alsrr held [hat the proprrties o f  
consciousness cannot he reduced lo lhosr of physic31 matler 
and must be known by 3 ditferent epistemolo~_icaI mode. i.6. 

~.~mIempIarion 3s opposed 10 sensory perception and concep- 
tun1 reilsoning(\V\;ilber. 19?9a. h: 19SO a. b). 



Note that the size levels o f t h e  physicist and neuroscientist are 
encompassed within the physic31 matter level and sensoy  
perception-conceptual niodes $31' the perinnial philosophy. 
The pihysicist is thus describing holism 2nd perhaps holo- 
graphy w~ih in  one size level. the findings o i  neurosciences 
reHect pamllels Jcross size levels. while the pe renn i~ l  philos- 
ophy is describing holism dnd holoxraphr within dndacross a11 
size and ontological levels and ep~stemological modes. 

Popularized cxuapolations from holographic interpretations 
or' quantum ph:sin h ~ v e  recently become e3sily accepted. 
except amon: some physicists who are by no means unani- 
mous nn some o i  these interpretations iGardner. 1979). 11 is 
alsa? irrquentlv claimed that quantum physics is lindins proof 
or'lhe claims df the perennial philosophy. The  above argument 
suggests. however. that this is not so. .Although one interpreta- 
tion of quantum physics suggests a ho lo~raph ic  reality at 
this ontological and size level. it cdn 53)' little about other 
size levels and nothing about other ontological levels. At the 
present time we can only point to parallels. 

In general u.e might hypothesize that the more mature a dis- 
cipline or branch ofscience. the more i t  will h e i n  to unearth 
and point towards underlying phenomena and properties 
which parallel those h u n d  by other disciplines. This will not 

rhc be instead ol: but in addition to. the unique properties of the 
s o ~ n e  specilic objects which it studies. Perhaps the same principles 

prinriplrs will be re-discoverable a t  many levels. with many degrees of  
or subtlety and pervasiveness. The  more sensitive the discipline. 

trrury the more these underlying principles may be recognized. Be- 
Ir.\:rls neath the initial appearance of infinite diversity may perhaps 

be found 3 complementary underlying essential cornmonalily 
pervading a11 of nature. transcending traditionill disciplinary 
boundaries. and ultimately rupresenting a iunctinn ol'our own 
consuiousness. 
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